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A proposal is given to replace neutron multiplier needed to
enable low lithium and tritium inventories simultaneously asn-
ring sufficient production of tritium, by an efficient moderator
/'iiiH or ̂ LiD/. The advantageous effect of the intensified neu-
tron energy degradation is due to the ̂  character of the main
tritium producing reaction. The slowlng-down medium is designed
to be the source of moderated neutrons for the surrounding Li/
Tii enriched/region where the most of tritium is to be produced.
The surplus tritium production remains stored in the moderator
zone* Some preliminary calculations illustrating the above con-
cept were carried out and the neutron flux and tritium produc-
tion distributions are presented. The indications regarding far-
ther studies are also suggested.

Stresioien^e

f praoy ••proponowano «astąplenie powielaosa neutronów sku-
tecznym moderatorem (7ЫН lab 7UD) pełnląeym roi* Łtóulm пав-
tronew powolnych 1 obsiara składowania resarwy produkowanego
tryta. Korsytfd u intensywnego spowalniania neutronów wynika
s typa £ reakcji produkojl tryte. Priedstawlono wyniki wattp-
ayoh obliottń 1 wkaiano kierunki dalesjoh badań.

Резюме .
В работе предлагается замену умножителя нейтронов валвдли-

хелен /ы.Н или 7 L I B / исполняющий роль источника медленных
нейтронов и склада запасной продукции хрипя. Преимущество
интенсивного замедления нейтронов с/.одует is типа £ главной
реакции продукции трития. Исполнены вступительные исчисления
и указаны направления дальних исследований.



Introduction

Independently of the type of future controlled thermonuclear
reactor* /СТЯ/ their first generation' will be based upon the
D-T reaction. Thus, the fundamental importance of the fuel eelf-
sufficiency i.e. of the tritium production poses strict require-
aents concerning the design of blankets surrounding the plasma
region in these reactors. Apart from many purely technological
problems, one of the demands is the minimization of necessary
tritium and, in consequence, lithium inventories. Facing this
question some authors proposed the use of beryllium as a neutron
multiplier needed for the compensation of the effect of decrea-
sed lithium inventory [1-5] • However, recent experiments arou-
sing doubts about the usefullness of beryllium as a neutron
multiplier Г 61 and its such disadvantages as sensitivity to
radiation damage,intense gas production, high oost,toxicity and
its limited /as compared with lithium/resources give rise to a
need for seeking alternative blanket concepts.

General
Since crucial non-technological reasons can make the future

JSftu with fission-fusion hybrid blankets non-proliferable, the
hybrid concept is here excluded from consideration.Taking this
fcr granted, seae hopes can be linked to the replacement of
beryllium by an efficient moderator. Its positive effect is due
to the prevailing contribution o f * Aii(n, a ) T reaction to
she tritium production. The slowing-down material, radically
softening the neutron spectrum, thus increasing the neutron flux
In the energy region of greatest tritium production cross-sect-
ion inserted in the tritium breeding zone should show an effect

Shis relationship results from the fact, tbat the lesser ic
She lithium volume» the shorter «ill be the operation time of
the fusion reactor»nece8sary for the tritium concentration is
lithium to attain the level of its technologically realisable
recovery*



The above eolation pcxmite the tritium recover; Is the unchan-
ged way, elaborated already,for any blanket design and has also
the advantage of providing a convenient place for storage of the
necessary spare tritium produced from 'Li in the slowing-down
medium inside the CTH blanket. In consequence, the present
proposal significantly facilitates fulfilling the demands of
environmental protection, by the reduction of the pollution
caused by the storage of tens of kilograms of surplus tritium.

Calculations " nd Results
Por the purpose of evaluating the above predictions, some

preliminary calculations «ere carried out for the cylindrical
blanket configuration with the slowing-down zone /Pig.1/ and,
for comparison, also for beryllium containing design [ 5] • The
calculations were performed with the HORSB code [ 7] » using
99-group cros section of Gilf-XI structure generated from the
ENDF/B-IH file with the SUPBRTOG codejVj in the F^ Approxima-
tion. The nuolide densities of the homogenised blanket media
were obtained assuming 1OJS of the blanket volume for void and
10% for the structure material - molybdenum. >
The influence of the intensified elowing-down on the neutron

flux density /НИ)/ and on the tritium production in the bree-
ding zone is presented in Pig.2 where the respective distribu-
tions vs. energy, evaluated for the blanket without hydrogen
are confronted with the ones obtained for blanket containing
'LiH layer. In order to observe .the undisturbed influence of
hydrogen in the middle layer of the blanket breeding sone the
?Łi nuciide density adequate for ?ŁiH was sot changed in the
calculations for the blanket without H, thus exceeding slightly
the true density of metallic lithium. She layers of the bree-
ding cone were assumed 5 cm thick each*



similar in a way to the one that beryllium does. Lithium hydride
or deuteride are .regarded as the beet media for this purpose be-
cause of their ezcelent slowing-down properties. Simultaneously,
while taking these compounds into consideration, a question,
why not to replace all the lithium in the blanket by LIE or LID,
might appear* Unfor tuna telly, this apparently promissive substi-
tution must be ruled out since the necessary recovery of tritium
at its extremely low concentrations from the compounds of so
high content of other hydrogen isotopes is not technologically
realizable* It signifies that tritium must be mainly produced
/at least one triton per source neutron / out of such moderator.
Therefore, the idea lies in the creation of the separate, neut-
ron slowing-down but possibly non-absorbing» region that being
placed\ within the breeding zone iajLntendejd to be the source of
slow neutroa flux for the surrounding lithium / fig.1* / Henoe,
only lithium-7 hydride or deuteride satisfy these requirements.

Thickness
С cml

60

Grofite

Fig. 1. Configuration of the blanket with the slowing-down layer.
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The influence of the beryllium on the НИ) and on the tritiua
production la the breeding son» is presented la Fig.4.t for the
blanket of the following structure [iji1 oa Ho- first «all, 20 en
Li/JOjJ^Li/ + Be/1110 mass ratio/- tritlm breeding sons, 80 oa
grafite reflector, 10% - void volmc* 10% * struoture material
/Ho/ voliae.

B.
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t ig.4. Xffeot of в » bexgrllitm presence in the blanket desori-
bed 1л [s]» А.НГО la tb» breeding sone.

B.Overall tritiua produotion.



In addition to the distributions drawn in the presented
diagrams it la important to have estimated the total tritium
production* As the blanket structures the above calculations
are related to, is far from optimum also another variant is
considered* In order to see if the group structure should be
improved for future calculations, the contribution ot the 1-st
and of the 99-th /thermal/ group is speoifled.

Table 1. Tritium production in the blankets with slowiag-down
2oae.

Medium

^Thickness

group >.

1
99
a l l

I

5+5

•06
.15
.84

.1/ ?Li

5

.11

.95

Li/5Q^3

5*5

.06
•29
.97

7LtH

5

.05

.09

1.06

Li/5QjA

5*10

.06

.26
1*02

Ł1/ 7LiH

5

.05
«a»

•09

1.11

Table 2.1ritiun prodoetioa la the blanket described la [5],
/with and without Be/.

vj№lum
łroepsv«Lk

1
99
«U

Li /Зодбц/

•Об
•21
•«5

Ы /30j^LlAB*

.03

.15
1.27

la tike light ef the beryllium regarding experiments [ 6 ] ,
that shoved cxperimentall? the neutron aultiplloation to be
moeh maker than it was numericallT predicted, the actual value
of the breeding ratio should not exceed 1.1.
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Discussion
Aa it can be seen in the Figures 2. and 5., the decrease in

the tritium breeding in the fast and intermediate energy regions
is effectively compensated by the tritium production in the the-
rmal and epithermal regions. The presence of beryllium in the
blanket /Pig. 4./ attenuating the tritium production in the fast
region increases it in intermediate energies, nearly not affec-
ting the thermal and epithermal regions. The results presented
in the Table 1., though regarding the design very tar from being
optimized, show that the sufficient tritium production can be
obtained for hydrogen containing blankets with reasonable lith-
ium inventory. The proper selection of such factors as e.g. lit-
hium enrichment or geometry can significantly improve the pre-
sent proposal oontrarily to the case of beryllium blanket* which
one should be rather pessimistic about. The compatibility of the
calculated and the experimental neutron multiplication In grafl-
te, mentioned in| б] can be certain confirmation of the reliabi-
lity results in the Table 1. This optimietic opinion results
from the fact that the contribution of inelastically scattered
neutrons to the flux of all scattered fast neutrons is several
times lower in the above media /Li,H and C/than in beryllium.
Thus, probable main causes of the discrepancy between the expe-
riment and calculations observed in [б] i.e. the negligence of
the anisotropy of neutron emission in inelastic processes [9]
/inherent for SUPBHTOG/and the inaccuracy of the respective cro-
ss-section appears here less significant.' In addition to the abo-
ve remarks, it should be noted that the results inserted in the
Table 1. and 2., showing the contribution of the first and of
the last group to the tritium production /of 1056 and 25% respe-
ctively /, demonstrate the importance of the source- and of .
the thermal neutrons ia these circumstances* All/the above JĆór-
ieulatee the requirements concerning future computations* Instead
while considering the possibilities of optimization of the p*o-
{gesed blanket concept, the mutual penetration of the slowiag-
down zone and of the breeding one physically separated should
be taken into account /Tig. 5* / Such variant assuring
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the increased contact of surface of the aoderator with the
tritium breeding material «ay lead to higher tritium production'
ox bring the same breeding ratio for reduced volume of the
breeding mediUK and for reduced tritium Inventory*

-—First wall
Breeding medium
Moderator

Grafite

Pig.5. Configuration of the blanket with the breeding medium
penetrating the alo*ing-doim zone. ,

ipart from augmenting the tritium breeding, the Intensified
slowing-down of neutrons in .the blanket affects aleo other
not to be neglected procesees and effeiffcs auch aa energybalanoe,
power and temperature distributions, structure materials acti-
vation etc. Ill this Is beyond the soope of the present study
and requires further detailed Investigations. Besides, one sho-
uld not rule out the possibilities of use of another substance
as slowing-down material. Lithium-? deuterlde looks very advan-
tageous in tills Tie» because of the lack of neutron absorption
and of the relatively high /n,2n/ reaction cross section seealng
to compensate its weaker /as compared with the hydride/ slowing-
down properties. In order toat the evaluations in title case be
reliable, the aaisotropy of neutron inelastic emission has
to be taken into consideration because of over 40% contribution
of /n,&/ neutrons in the flux of scattered primage? /1* Mev/
neutroms. this, however requires an' extension of tbt codes
/8UFtJaOG,ZLiCS [ioj /generating multigroup cross sections,
apart from promlssive neutronie features, the advantage Л



lies in the less troublesome permeation of deuterium /CTR fuel/
in to.neighboring lithium zones, than foe hydrogen /"ash"/
permeation. Nevertheless, the CTR system can not be free from
the necessity of separating hydrogen isotopes, because of the
unavoidable production of hydrogen in the D-D reaction in the
plasma and aainly in /n,p/. /n, np/ eto. reactions in lithium
and in structure materials» Therefore, the final choice bet-
ween 'LID and 'LiH, in spite of the advantages of the first
one» is oct a fo»egone conclusion and still requires farther
investigations*

Conclusions

The results of the present study justify the opinion that
the beryllium la the breeding «one of CTR blankets can be
effectively replaced by as adequate moderator* The softening
of the neutron spectrum caused by the intensified slowing-down
can successfully compete with the neutron multiplication effect
for assuring the sufficient tritium production together with
its low inventory» The use of 'LiH or 'LiD as the slowinf-doen
medium, has moreover the advantage of allowing fox the storage
of the annual surplus tritium production with in the CTR.
However, the preliminary character • of the performed calculat-
ions gives rise to л need for further investigations* The eva-
luations should be recomputed with a series of effects taken
lato consideration* These are* anisotropy of inelastic neutron
ammision processes, inhoaogeneities of the blanket /e.g. stre-
aming and selfshadowing effects / and the whole of thermal reg-
ion phenomena i.e. molecular bindings, blanket temperature and
its distribution in the breeding sons, neutron upscatter etc.
Some adequate experiments might also be desirable. To continue
that direction of studies remains in the plans of the author.

The author is greatly indebted to the authorities of the
Institut fttr Sesktorentwicklimg. JfcyafosselumgsaKla£« Jfllich,
/Federal Republic of Geimany/and especially to Pfffssaor
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Rudolf Heeker for enabling to uarry out this study and for his
kindness and to Pr.J.Darvae for his interest in this work, fru-
itful discussions end friendly encouragement. ,
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